**SOUND ISOLATING™ EARPHONES**

**EXPLODED DIAGRAM - SE112**

**SE112 COMPONENTS**

**A** Earphone Housing
An ergonomic design features durable, sweat-resistant construction; built to withstand the extremes of everyday wear.

**B** Strain Relief Assembly
Components combine to create a strong cable lock, enhancing cable stability and durability.

**C** Shock Protector
Shock resistant ring that protects the Dynamic MicroDriver against sudden impact.

**D** Single Dynamic MicroDriver
The Dynamic MicroDriver delivers great sound with deep bass response in a very small size.

**E** Acoustic Seal
Prevents audio leaks from front to back cavity for proper acoustic performance. Also provides additional shock protection for the MicroDriver.

**F** Sound Isolating™ Sleeve
Creates a personalized fit and comfortable seal that effectively blocks background noise. Allows for long wear and a clear, detailed listening experience.